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Introduction. This paper is concerned with the problem of specifying

minimal conditions that a transformation be a plane collineation. f

Let T represent any region! 01 the euclidean plane. A set of line intervals!

contained in T is called a family of lines or a family of lines in T, if the end

points of each interval of the set are not in T, and each point of T is on ex-

actly one interval of the set. The region T is said to contain the family of lines.

If n families of lines are contained in T, and no two have a common line, they

are said to constitute an n-web of lines in T.

We may now state our principal result.

Theorem V. Any topological transformation of region T which carries a

4-web of lines in T into a 4-web of lines is a projective collineation.

This theorem was proved by E. Kasner|| on the assumption that the trans-

formation is differentiable twice. Other results characterizing projective

transformations have been derived by E. Gourinlf and by W. Blaschke and

his co-workers at Hamburg in connection with their study of webs of curves.**

The theorem is related to the work of the Hamburg geometers on transforma-

tions of webs of curves since it is equivalent to the assertion that if two i-webs

of lines are topologically equivalent, they are projectively equivalent.

The proof of this theorem is given in §111 of the paper. It is preceded by a

set of lemmas in §11, which establish the requisite properties of families and

* Presented to the Society, March 26, 1932, and October 27, 1934; received by the editors

January 20, 1935.
f We use the term collineation in the sense of a one-to-one transformation of a point set which

carries collinear points into collinear points. Any projective transformation which carries points into

points is a collineation.

t The word region is used in the sense of an open set of points, such that any two points of the

set can be joined by a broken line wholly contained in the set.

§ The term line interval is used in the general sense to include half lines and infinite lines as well

as finite intervals.

[| Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 9 (1903), pp. 545-546.

IT In an unpublished manuscript he proved that any one-to-one transformation on the general pro-

jective plane, which carries four independent pencils of lines into four pencils of lines, carries a net of

rationality into a net of rationality. This result first attracted the writer to the present problem.

** See Mayrhofer, Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 28 (1928), p. 733; Reidemeister, ibid., vol.

29 (1929), p. 433; Mayrhofer, ibid., vol. 30 (1929), p. 142, and Abhandlungen Hamburg Seminar,
vol. 7 (1929), pp. 9,10; Blaschke, Abhandlungen Hamburg Seminar, vol. 7, p. 69; Podehl, ibid., vol. 7,

p. 397.
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webs of lines, and of transformations which carry webs of lines into webs of

lines. The most important of these lemmas are the following:

Lemma X. If a topological transformation of region F carries a regular* 3-web

of lines in T into a 3-web of lines, it is dijferentiable and its Jacobian is nowhere

zero.

Lemma XL If a topological transformation T carries w, a 3-web of lines, into

a 3-web of lines, and a family of w is not regular* at one of its lines, then T is a

projectivity on this line.

Lemma XII. The slope function of a regular* family of lines is dijferentiable.

The proof of the main theorem consists of two parts in which different

methods are used. If the given 4-web contains a regular 3-web we show that

the transformation can be extended twice by the application of Lemmas X

and XII. It is then easy to prove that the transformation is projective in the

neighborhood of a point by a method essentially that of Kasner's paper. On

the other hand, if the given 4-web does not contain a regular 3-web, Lemma

XI makes it possible to show that the transformation is projective in the

neighborhood of a point, without reference to questions of differentiability.

In either case, the result then follows by Theorem IV, which asserts that

any one-to-one transformation of region T which carries a 3-web of lines in T

into a 3-web of lines, is projective, if it is projective in the neighborhood of one

point.

In §1 we derive characterizations of collineations on the projective plane

in terms of homologous pencils of lines, with and without the assumption of

the continuity of the transformation. Likewise §111 contains characteriza-

tions of projective transformations of a region of the euclidean plane in terms

of pencils rather than arbitrary families of lines, without the assumption of

continuity.

I. Collineations on the projective plane

We assume only the postulates of alignment and extension, and the funda-

mental theorem of projective geometry! in the following theorem.

Theorem I. A one-to-one point transformation on the projective plane is a

collineation, if it carries three independent^ pencils and a line not of these pencils

into three pencils and a line respectively.

* The sense in which we use this term is given on p. 579.

t See Vehlen and Young, Projective Geometry, vol. i, assumptions a, e, p.

J Three pencils are called independent, if their vertices are not coUinear, otherwise they are

dependent.
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Let A, B, C (Figure 1) be the vertices of the three given pencils, and /

the line which is not in the pencils. Let D, E be the intersections of / with

AB, AC respectively, and F the intersection of BE and CD. Let A', B', C, F'

be the images of A, B, C, F respectively, under the given transformation T.

Then no three of the points A', B', C, F' are collinear and there is a projec-

tive collineation, S, which carries A', B', C, F' into A, B,C, F respectively.

Let R be the resultant of T and S. Transformation R preserves points A, B,

C, D, E, F, pencils A, B, C, and line I.

4(0,*)

C(0,0) £(°°,o)

Figure 1

Now we introduce non-homogeneous coordinates in the plane so that

A, B,C, F are designated by (0, °°), (°°, 0), (0, 0), (1, 1) respectively. Then

any point, not on the line at infinity, is representable by (x, y) where x and y

are elements of some field.

Thus, R is represented by

x' = <b(x, y),      f = \f,(x, y),

and pencils A, B, C by the equations x = t, y = t, y = tx respectively, where t

is a variable element of the field. The in variance of the pencils x = t, y — t im-

plies that (p is independent of y and 0 of x. Hence R may be expressed by the

equations

x' - <b(x),      y' - ^(y).

Moreover, since the line y = x is invariant, R may be represented in the more

simple form

** = <t>(x),      y' - <b(y).

The invariance of the pencil y = tx yields

(1) 4>{tx) = p(t)4>(x).
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Since R leaves (0, 0) and (1, 1) invariant, 0(0) =0 and 0(1) = 1. Substituting

x = l in (1) and eliminating p{t) from (1), we have

(2) <t>{tx) = 0(/)0(x).

Since the equation of line / is y = x+l, its invariance implies

(3) 0(z+ 1) = 0(s) + 1.

We have from (2) and (3),

4>[t(y + 1)] = 0(O0(y) + 0«

and

(4) 0(*y + 0 = 0(/y) 4-0(0-

Substituting x for /y in (4), we may assert

(5) 0(x 4- 0 = 4>{x) + 0(0

for all x, / in the field.

The relations (2) and (5) are sufficient to prove that 72 is a collineation.

For the finite points of any line not in pencil A are represented by the equa-

tion y = mx+n. Then

y' — 4>{mx 4- n) = <j>(m)<j>(x) 4" 0(«) = 0(w)x' 4- 0(«),

so that collinear points not on AB have collinear images, and parallel lines

have parallel images. From this it is easy to show that 7? is a collineation

and T is likewise.

For the case of the real projective plane, we have the following result.

Corollary. A one-to-one transformation on the real projective plane is a

projective collineation, if it carries three independent pencils and a line not of

these pencils into three pencils and a line respectively.

In this case, the functional equations (2) and (5)* hold for the real field

and it is known that the only common solution is 0(x) =x. This may easily

be proved. From (2) we have

0(x2) = [0(x)]2

so that0(x) >0, if x>0. This implies, in virtue of (5), that0(x) is monotonic.

By means of iteration on (5), we can show that

4>{rx) = r<f>(x)

* Darboux, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 17 (1880), pp. 55-61, derives essentially these equa-

tions, in proving the fundamental theorem of projective geometry. We use his method of solution.
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and hence that

(6) <Kr) = r

for all rational r. Since <p is monotonic, (6) holds for all real r. It easily follows

that R is the identical transformation. Thus T is S~\ a projective collineation.

The hypothesis of Theorem I cannot be lessened with respect to the ad-

ditional line. For there exist transformations on the real projective plane

which are not collineations and which carry three independent pencils of lines

into three pencils. For example, the transformation

x' = xz,      y' = y3,      t' = t3

preserves the pencils x = pt,y = pt,y = px, where p is a parameter. The condi-

tion of independence of the three pencils also is essential. In fact, if <p(x) is a

discontinuous solution of (5)* which assumes each real value exactly once,

the equations

x' = t<t>{x/t), y' = td>(y/t), f = t (t*0),

x' = x, y' = y, t' = t (t = 0)

define a one-to-one transformation on the real projective plane which pre-

serves the infinitude of pencils of the form y = rx+pt, where r is rational and

p is a parameter.

However, if we assume that the transformation is continuous, we can les-

sen the remainder of the hypothesis a good deal. This is shown in the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem II. A topological transformation] on the real projective plane is a

projective collineation, if it carries into lines, the lines of two pencils with ver-

tices A, B and three additional lines which concur on AB, provided that these

three lines and AB are not in a net of rationality.

Let C be the intersection of the three lines. Let D be a point, distinct

from C, on one of these lines, E and F, the intersections of AD with the other

two lines, and G, the intersection of CD and BE. (SeeFigure 2.) Then, as in

the preceding theorem, apply to the given transformation a projective col-

lineation, such that the resultant transformation leaves A, B, D, G invariant.

Introduce coordinates so that A, B, D,G are represented by (0, oo), (oo, 0),

(0, 0), (1, 1) respectively.

* See Hamel, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 60 (1905), p. 459.

t A topological transformation is a uniform continuous transformation which has a uniform con-

tinuous inverse.
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4(0,oo)

Figure 2

The equations of the three lines through C, and of their images, are, re-

spectively, y = x, y=x+l, y = x+a and y = x, y = x+l, y = x+b. Since, by

hypothesis, CF is not in the net of rationality determined by CD, CE and

CA, its intercept a, on the axis DA, is not in the domain of rationality de-

termined by their intercepts on DA, namely 0, 1, oo. Hence a is an irrational

number.

By the same argument as in the preceding theorem, the transformation

takes the analytic form

*' = <t>(x),      f - <j>(y).

The functional equations characterizing <p are

<b(x + 1) = 4>(x) + 1

and

<b(x + a) = <b(x) + b.

From these we get by iteration

(1) 4>(x + m + na) = 4>{x) + m + nb

where m and n are arbitrary integers.

Now if x = 0 in (1), we have

m + nb = <b(m + no),

which with (1) yields

4>(x + m + no) = 0(x) + d>(m + na).
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Since a is irrational, m and n can be chosen so that m+na approximates any-

given real number as closely as we please. Thus,

(2) 0(x + y) = d>(x) + 0(y)

holds for all real x and an everywhere dense set of values y. Hence (2) holds

for all x and y, since 0 is continuous. Therefore <p(x) is of the form cx, which

is the only continuous solution of the functional equation (2). In fact

<p(x) =x since c = 0(1) = 1.

From this the theorem follows as in the preceding corollary.

If the three lines mentioned in the hypothesis of the above theorem concur

at a point not on AB, the result does not hold. This is evident from the first

example given at the end of Theorem I.

If the three lines are not concurrent, the result holds with a slight modi-

fication as is shown in the following theorem.

Theorem III. A topological transformation on the real projective plane is a

projective collineation, if it carries into lines, the lines of two pencils A, B and

three additional non-concurrent lines, provided that no two of these three lines

intersect on the line AB.

Let C, D, E (Figure 3) be the intersections of pairs of the three non-concur-

rent lines. Consider ACDE. It may be that the lines joining a vertex of ACDE

to A and B are harmonically separated by the sides of ACDE which contain

this vertex. But such an harmonic relationship cannot hold at each of two

vertices of ACDE. For suppose it does hold at C and 77. Then we have the

harmonic sets of lines

H[CA,CB;CD, CE]

and

H[DA, DB; DC, DE],

three pairs of corresponding lines of which meet on AB. Hence the fourth

pair, CE, DE, meet on AB. Thus, E is on AB, contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore, there is a vertex of ACDE, such that the lines joining it to A

and B are not harmonically separated by the sides of ACDE which contain

this vertex. Let us suppose that C is such a vertex.

Now, apply to the given transformation a projective collineation, such

that the resultant transformation leaves A, B, C, D invariant; and introduce

coordinates so that A, B, C, D are represented by (0, °o), (<»,0), (0, 0), (1,1),

respectively.
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4(0,oo)
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C(0,0) \y = bx+c 75(«=,0)

Figure 3

The equations of C77, CE, DE are, respectively,

y = x,

y = ax

y = bx + c

and those of their images are, respectively,

y = x,

y = dx

y = ex + f

The transformation takes the form

x' = <p(x),     y' = </>(y),

where <p is characterized by the equations

(1) <t>{ax) = dcj>(x),

(2) <b(bx + c) = e<b(x) + f.

We need only consider the case where \a\ >1, since if \a\ <1, we may re-

place (1) by

(3) 4>[{Va)x] = (l/d)4>(x)

and proceed in the same manner.

(«*0, ± 1),

(6^0,c^0),

(d^O, 1),

(« * 0,/^ 0).
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From (1) and (2), we have

4>(abx + c) = de<b(x) -f- /,

which yields, in view of (3),

<j>{bx + c/a) = e<p(x) + f/d.

By repetition of this procedure, we have

(4) <b(bx + c/am) = e<j)(x) + f/dm

where m is any positive integer. Let w—. Then, since <p is continuous, f/dm

has a limit, which must be zero, as d^ 1. Thus,

4>{bx) = ed>(x),

which, with (2), gives

<j>(bx 4- c) = 4>{bx) 4- /

and

<t>(x 4- c) = <Kx) 4- /-

Thus

(5) 4>(x + nc) = <t>(x) + nf

easily follows, where n is a«y integer.

Applying to (5) the procedure used in deriving (4), we have

(6) <j>(x 4- nc/ap) = <b(x) + nj/d",

where p is any non-negative integer. By iteration, (6) yields

<p[x + c(n0 + n^a1 + • ■ ■ + nq/aq)\

= 4>(x) 4- fim + nx/d> + • • ■ 4- njd"),

where the n's are arbitrary integers and q is an arbitrary positive integer.

Letting x = 0 in (7), we may get

(8) <b(x 4- y) = #(*) + <t>(y)

where x is any real number and

y = c(n0 4- ni/a1 +••"'+ nq/a9).

Since we can choose q and the n's so that y approximates any given real num-

ber as closely as we please, (8) holds for all x, y and the desired result follows

as in the preceding theorem.
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II. Lemmas on families of lines

We employ a series of lemmas on families and webs of lines, in proving

the later theorems. Families of lines are indicated by the letters/, g, h, etc.,

and lines of a given family by the letter which represents the family, usually

with subscripts affixed. Sometimes, the letter / will be used to represent an

arbitrary line of the family/, in which case the context will indicate the sense

intended. Let family / be contained in region T. Then if P is any point of T,

fP represents the line of the family/which contains P. A line interval /, which

is in T, and the end points of which are not in T, is called a transversal to fp

at Q, if it intersects*/^ at Q.

Lemma I. If a transversal intersects fP, it also intersects fx, where X is any

point of some neighborhood of P.

Let T be the region containing/, I the transversal, and Q the intersection

of / with fP. Choose A and B onfP, so that P and Q are between A and 73.

(See Figure 4.)

Figure 4

If T has a boundary, the closed interval AB has a positive distance e

from this boundary. Choose points C and D on I, so that Q is between them

and the distance of each from Q is less than «. Then the quadrilateral ACBD

is contained in T, since the distance of each of its points from the closed inter-

val 473 is less than e. If A is any point inside the quadrilateral ACBD, fx

intersects segmentf CD and hence intersects /. Thus, since the interior of the

quadrilateral ACBD contains P, it may be taken as the required neighbor-

hood and the lemma is proved.

Corollary. If Q is a point of fP and A is any neighborhood of Q, there exists

~N, a neighborhood of P, such that if X is in N,fx contains a point of A.

* We say that lines I and m intersect, if they have exactly one common point,

t A segment is an open finite interval.
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Let / be a transversal tofP at Q. Choose A, B, C, D as in the lemma with

the additional condition that segment CD be in N. Then the interior of quad-

rilateral A CBD can be chosen as N.

Definition. If in region T, containing a family of lines f, the sequence of

points {Pn} converges on point P, we say the sequence of lines {fPn} approaches

or converges onfP, and we write {fPn} —*fp.

Lemma II. If {/„} —►/ and I is a transversal tof at Q, then I intersects {/„} in a

sequence of points {Qn} and {Qn }—>£?•*

Since {/„} —>/, there exists, for each n, a point P„ on/„ such that {Pn} —*P,

where P is some point on /. Thus, for all sufficiently large n, I intersects /„,

by Lemma I, so that {Qn} exists.

Now, if we identify P, Q and / with the objects denoted by those symbols

in Lemma I, we have that, for C77 any segment on I containing Q, there exists

U, a neighborhood of P, such that fPn intersects / in segment CD for all Pn

contained in U. Thus, Qn lies in segment CD, any assigned neighborhood of Q,

for all n > p, where p is a natural number depending on the given neighbor-

hood, and the lemma is proved.

Definition. Let I be a transversal tof, an arbitrary line of family f, and I',

the infinite line which contains I. Let a fixed side of I' and a fixed direction on V

be specified. Then the inclination of f with regard to I is A PQR,] where Q is the

intersection off and I, P is a point of f on the specified side of I', and R is a

point of I in the specified direction from Q.

Lemma III. The inclination of a line of a family with regard to a transversal

is a continuous function of its intersection with the transversal.

Let the family be/in region T and the transversal I. Let Pi, P (Figure 5)

be, respectively, fixed and variable points of /, and 0i, 6, the inclinations with

regard to I olfPl,fp respectively. We shall show that clS ± —u—If the

extensions olfP„fP outside of T intersect, let the intersection be Q. Let the

lengths PPi and PQ be s and t respectively.

Then if Q exists, we have

I sin (0 — 0i) I J
(i) 1-7-7^=7.

sin 0i t

* We use the lemma frequently to infer convergence of a sequence of points from that of a se-

quence of lines. It is interesting to note that it guarantees that a convergent sequence of lines con-

verges on a unique line.

t We use this symbol in two senses, viz., the angle PQR and the measure of the angle PQR.
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Q

Figure 5

and if Q does not exist, we have

(2) sin (0 - 00 = 0.

As P—>Pi, t is always greater than a positive constant a, since Q is not in T

and P is in some closed neighborhood of Pi. Thus, by (1) and (2), as P—>Pi,

sin (0 —Oi)—»0. We have either

I 0 — 0i I < IT — 01

or

I 0 - 0i I < 0i,

since 0 < 0 < tt and 0 < 0i < tt. Thus

I 0- 0i| <b<ir,

so that as P—>Pi,

(0-0i)-*0 and 0->0i.

Lemma IV. 7//' and f are two lines of a family f, and I, m are transversals

tof at the same point, the ratio of the distances intercepted on I and mbyf andf

converges to a non-zero limit as /—»/''.*

* That is, the ratio approaches the same limit for all sequences {/„} which converge on/'.
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Let P (Figure 6) be the common intersection of / and m with /', and L,

M be the respective intersections of /,m with/. If L = M, the theorem is trivial.

If L 9^ M, we have

PL/PM = sin /3/sin a,

where a and ß are the inclinations of / with regard to I and m respectively.

As /—*/', M—*P and L—*P by Lemma II, so that by Lemma III, a and ß

converge to limits neither of which is zero or ir, since both I and m are distinct

from/'. Thus PL/PM approaches a non-zero limit as/—*/'.

I m

Figure 6

Lemma V. ///' andf are two lines of a family f and I, m are transversals to

/', the ratio of the distances intercepted on I and mbyf andf has an upper bound

and a positive lower bound as/—*/'.*

Let family/be contained in region r and let I, m intersect/in L, M and/'

in L', M' respectively. If L'=M', the result is immediate, by Lemma IV.

Figure 7

* That is, the ratio has fixed bounds for all sequences {/„} which converge on/'.
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If L'^M' (see Figure 7), consider the line n through M' parallel to

Since n intersects /', it intersects all / sufficiently close to /' by Lemma I.

Let N be the intersection of n with /. Then, we have

L'L/M'M = (L'L/M'N){M'N/M'M),

and M'N/M'M converges as/—*/', by Lemma IV. Consider L'L/M'N. Let

the intersection of the infinite lines LN and 7/AT"' be X, if it exists. Then, if

X exists,

L'L/M'N = XL'/XM' = (XM' ± L'M')/XM' = 1 + (L'M'/XM'),

and if X does not exist,

L'L/M'N = 1.

But L'M' is fixed and XM'>a>0 since X is not in V. Thus L'L/M'N is

bounded above and the same is true of L'L/M'M. By the identical argument

M'M/L'L is bounded above, so that L'L/M'M has a positive lower bound.

Definition. Let P be a point of the region of definition of a uniform trans-

formation T, I a line containing P, and Q a point on I. Let P', Q' be the images

under T of P, Q respectively. Then if limQ„PP'Q'/PQ exists, it is called the

directional derivative (abbreviated D.D.) of T at P in the direction l* The D.D.

of T at P in the direction fP is called the D.D. of T at P in the direction of

family f.

Lemma VI. If a topological transformation T carries w, a 3-web of lines, into

a 3-web of lines, then

(a) the D.D. of T exists at almost all points of I, any line of w,] in the direction I;

(b) if the D.D. of T exists at a point in the direction of one family of w, it exists

at that point in the direction of each family of w;

(c) the D.D. of T is not zero at any point of w\ in the direction of a line of w.

(a) Since the transformation is topological, betweenness is preserved for

points on I, any line of w. Thus, if we establish scales of ordinates on / and

on its image, the Ordinate x' of the image point is a monotonic function of x,

the ordinate of the given point. Therefore, by a theorem of Lebesgue, the

derivative of x' with regard to x exists and is finite almost everywhere on /.

Since the absolute value of the derivative dx'/dx at a point of / is the D.D.

of T at this point in the direction I, conclusion (a) is true.

* Note that the phrase is defined only if I contains P.

f The lines of the families which constitute a web are called lines of the web, and the points of

these lines, points of the web.
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(b) Let the three families which form w be/, g, and h. Then it will suffice

to show that if the D.D. of T exists at P (Figure 8) in the direction fP, it

also exists at P in the direction gP. Let Q be any point on gP, close to P. Then

hQ intersects fP at 7? by Lemma I. Let the images of P, Q, R be P', Q', R'

respectively. Then we have

(1) P'Q'/PQ = (P'Q'/P'R')(P'R'/PR)(PR/PQ).

The fractions P'Q'/P'R' and PR/PQ converge as Q—>P in view of Lemma

TV. As Q->P, R->P also, by Lemma II. Thus P'R'/PR converges as Q-+P.

Therefore, the desired D.D. which is lim.Q^PP'Q'/PQ exists.

Figure 8

(c) Suppose that the D.D. of T is zero at some point in the direction of a

line of the web, let us say at point P in the direction fP. We notice from (1)

in the proof of (b), that if P'R'/PR->0, P'Q'/PQ^O likewise. In other words,

if the D.D. of T is zero at a point in the direction of one line of the web,

it is zero at that point in the direction of each line of the web through that

point. We shall use this to show that the D.D. of T is zero in the direction//.,

at each point of fP.

Let Q (Figure 9) be any point onfP distinct from P. Then if R is an arbi-

trary point on go, sufficiently close to Q, fR intersects gP at S. Let the corre-

sponding image points be P', Q', R', and S'. We have

(1) Q'R'/QR= (Q'R'/P'S')(P'S'/PS)(PS/QR).

The first and third factors of (1) are bounded as R—>Q in view of Lemma V,

and the second factor approaches zero. Thus, the D.D. of T at Q in the direc-

tion go. is zero, whence it is also zero at Q in the direction fP. But since Q is

arbitrary, the D.D. of T is zero everywhere onfP in the direction fP, which

implies that the image of fP is a single point. Thus our original supposition

is false and (c) is proved.
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Figure 9

Definition. If fi is a line of family f, such that the ratio of the distances

intercepted by f and fi on each pair of transversals to fx converges as f—*fi, the

family f is said to be regular at fi. A regular family is one which is regular at

each of its lines, and a web is called regular if each of its families is regular.

Regular families are important in this paper mainly because their slope

functions are differentiable, as is shown in Lemma XII. An example of a regu-

lar family is a set of parallel lines in a circular region; the family consisting

of the lines

y = k      (1 S k < 2), y = /(x-2) + l      (0 < I < oo)

contained in the triangular region whose vertices are (0, 0), (2, 0), (2, 2) is

not regular at the line y = 1.

Lemma VII. A sufficient condition that family f be regular atfi, is that the

ratio of the distances intercepted by f andfi on a single pair of transversals which

intersect f\ at different points, converge as f—*fi.

Let m, n (Figure 10) be the two given transversals, and r, s any two trans-

versals to fi, and let their respective intersections with fi, f be Mi, M, Ni,

A, 7?i, R, Si, S. We have to derive the existence of lim/^/,RRi/SSi from that

of lim/./jAfAfi/AAi. Draw parallel transversals to/i at Mi, Ni, Ri, Si, which

intersect/at M, N, R, S respectively.

Figure 10
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Then we have

(1) MMi/NNi = (MMx/MMiXMM^NNiXNNi/NNi).

The first and third factors on the right in (1) converge as /—*fu by Lemma

IV; thus MMi/NNi converges as/—»/i. In the same way, we show that the

existence of \imf^flRRi/SSi implies that of tim/^fiRi/SSi. Thus we have

only to prove the existence of 1im.f„flRRi/SSi.

By the point of division formula of elementary analytic geometry, we

have

RRi     ~MMi + aNNi _ MMX + bNNi _ MM1/NN1 + a 1 + b

^     SSi ~       1 + a        '        1 + b       ™ MMi/NNi + b 1 + a

(a     - 1, b     - 1).
In addition

I (MMi/NNi) + b I = I (5Si/7Y7Yi)(l + b) \ > c > 0

where c is constant, by Lemma V. Thus, by (2) the convergence of MMi/NNi

as/—>/i implies that of RRi/SSi and the lemma is true.

Lemma VIII. If a topological transformation carries a regular 3-web of lines

into a 3-web of lines, the latter is regular also*

Let / and g be any two families of the given web, and /' the image of /.

It will be sufficient to show that/' is regular at/i, any one of its lines. Let//

be the image of /i. Choose distinct points P, Q on fu at each of which the

D. D. of the transformation exists in the direction/t. Letgp, gQ intersect/, an

arbitrary line of family /, at R, S respectively. Let /' be the image of line /,

and P', Q', R', S', the images of P, Q, R, S, respectively.

Then
P'R' /P'R' PR\ Q'S'

Q'S' ~ \PR   Qs) ' QS

We know that \m\B„PP'R'/PR and \ims^QQ'S'/QS exist and the latter is not

zero, by Lemma VI (b), (c), and lim/^flPR/QS exists, by hypothesis. How-

ever,/'—*// implies that/—>/i and hence that ic*—*P and 5—by Lemma II.

Therefore \imr^fl>P'R'/Q'S' exists and the result follows by Lemma VII.

Lemma IX. If a topological transformation carries w, a regular 3-web of

lines, into a 3-web of lines, the D.D. of the transformation exists at each point

of w, in the directions of the lines of w.

* The proof which follows also justifies the more general result: // a topological transformation

carries w, a 3-web of lines, into a 3-web of lines, and a family of w is regular at a line, then the image of

the family is regular at the image of the line.
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Let/ and g be any two families of w. We shall show that the D.D. exists

at P, any point of w, in the direction of/. There is a point Q, distinct from P,

onfP at which the D.D. exists in the direction of/. Choose an arbitrary point

R on gP, distinct from P and close enough to P so that/Ä intersects go. at S.

Denoting image points in the usual way, we have

(P'R'/PR) = (P'R'/Q'S')(Q'S'/QS)(QS/PR).

Now we can show that the three factors on the right converge as R—*P, the

first by means of Lemma VIII, the second by Lemma VI(b), and the third

directly by the hypothesis. Thus limÄ,PP'R'/PR, i.e., the D.D. of the trans-

formation at P in the direction of g, exists, which implies its existence at P in

the direction of/, and the lemma is proved.

Lemma X. If a topological transformation of region V carries a regular 3-web

of lines in T into a 3-web of lines, it is differentiable and its Jacobian is nowhere

zero.

We shall show that if there are established arbitrary rectangular coordi-

nate systems in the given and image planes, the functions representing the

transformation are differentiable and have a nowhere vanishing Jacobian.

However, if we prove that the transformation is differentiable and its

Jacobian is not zero at P, an arbitrary point of T, for special cartesian axes

dependent on P, the above result will follow. For the change of coordinates

which must be applied to shift from the special axes to those originally chosen

is a non-singular linear transformation, and hence is differentiable with a non-

vanishing Jacobian.

Let /, g be two families of the given web and let their images be u, v re-

spectively. Take/p, gp (Figure 11) as the special cartesian axes and set up

a coordinate system using an arbitrary unit distance and arbitrary positive

directions onfP and gP. We represent image points as heretofore. In the image

plane, we establish a similar coordinate system using uP> and vP> as coordinate

axes and choosing an arbitrary unit distance. However, the positive direc-

tions on uP> and vP- are taken to be the images of the positive directions on

fP and gp respectively.

Let Q(x, y) be any point in the neighborhood of P and Q'(x', y') its image.

We shall show that x' and y' are differentiable functions of x and y, at (0, 0).

Let gQ intersect fP in R, and vQ> intersect uP> in R'.

If R is in the positive (negative) direction onfP from P, then it' is in the

positive (negative) direction on wP< from P'. Moreover, if R is in the positive

(negative) direction from P, x is positive (negative) and a similar relation

holds for R' and x'. Thus, x and x' have the same sign.
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Figure 11

Now suppose that Q is not on gP, so that xy^O. Then we have

(1) x'=(\x'\ /P'R')(P'R'/PR)(PR/ \x\)x.

As Q->P, A->P and P'R'/PR-^a, the D.D. of the transformation at P in the

direction of/. Also, as Q-+P, the first and third factors of the right member of

(1) converge to unity. We shall prove this for PA/|x| ; the proof is similar

for \x'\/P'R'.
Let 5 be the intersection of gp and the line through Q parallel to fP. Then

either

PR = I x I
or

PR/ I x I = PT/ST = (ST + PS)/ST = 1 ± (PS/ST),

where T is the intersection of the extensions of gP and go.. As Q—*P, PS—>0

and ST>k>0, so that PP/|x|->l.

Therefore for Q not on gP, we have

(2) x' = (1 + ei)(a + e2)(l + e3)x = ax + ex,

where a^O by Lemma VI (c) and e—*0 as Q-^P. If Q is on gP, x = x' = 0, so

that (2) holds in this case with e = 0. Therefore (2) holds for all (x, y) in the

neighborhood of (0, 0), and e approaches zero with x and y. Similarly

y' = by + t\y

where b is the D.D. of the transformation at P in the direction gP and hence

is not zero, and 77 vanishes with x and y. Thus by definition x' and y' are
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differentiable functions of x and y at (0, 0). Moreover, the Jacobian at (0, 0) is

a 0
* 0,

0 b

and the desired result follows.

Lemma XL If a topological transformation T carries w, a 3-web of lines,

into a 3-web of lines, and a family of w is not regular at one of its lines, then T

is a projectivity on this line.

Let two families of the given web be / and g and suppose that / is not

regular at/i. Let Pi, Pi, P (Figure 12) be distinct points on/x at which the

D.D. of T in the direction fi exists; Pi and P2 are to be fixed and P is a varia-

ble point. Consider three parallel transversals to fi at Pi, Pi, P respectively,

and let their intersections with/, a variable line of/ distinct from/i, be Rx, R2,

R respectively. Let//,/', P{, Pi, P' be the images of fuf, Pi, P2, P respec-

tively. Consider three parallel transversals to// at P{, P{, P' meeting/' in

Ri, R2, R. Let Si, s2, s, Si, s2, s represent the respective distances PiRi, P2R2,

PR, P{Ri, PiRi, P'R.

Figure 12

Then, as/—^/i, the ratios Si/si, Si/s2, s/s approach non-zero limits. We shall

show this for ii/s%. Let h be the distance intercepted on gP by fi and/, and

t{ the image distance. Then Mmf^tl fh exists and is not zero by Lemma VI

(b), (c), since the D.D. of T exists at Pi in the direction/x. By Lemma IV, as

f—*fi, Si/U and h/si converge to values different from zero. Thus, since

'Sl/Si = (Si/t{)(t{/ti)(ti/Si),

Si/si converges to a non-zero value as /—>/i.

We have

s = (si + \Si)/(l + \) (X^-l),

s - (h + Xh)/(l + X') (X'^-l),

where X, X' are the ratios in which P, P' divide the directed segments PiPi,

PI P{ respectively. By division, we obtain
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i .. h +
(1) — = b-,

5 Sl + Xä2

where

b = (1 + X)/(l + X') w* 0.

Then if ax, a2 are the respective limits of Sij Si, s2/s2 as /—>/i,

51 = aiSi + eiii (<Ji 5^ 0)

and

52 = «2^2 + «2*2 («2 ^ 0) ,

where ei—>0 with Si and «2—>0 with s2. Thus, substituting in (1), we have

s      ^ diSi + eiSi + \'a2s2 + X'e2s2

S Sl + X^2

and

s eiSi + X'e2s2        (\'a2 — Xai)s2
(2) — = bai + b-h b-

S Jl + Xs2 Si + X^2

The second term of the right member of (2) converges as /—>/i. For, if we

divide its numerator and denominator by s2, we have

ei(si/s2) + X'e2

(siA2) + X

the numerator of which approaches zero as/—>/i, since, by Lemma V, Si/s2 is

bounded; and the absolute value of the denominator

I (*iA») + X I = I (si + \s2)/s21 = I cs/s21 > d > 0

where c and d are constants, by Lemma V. Thus, the third term on the right

in (2) converges as /—>/i. But this term is

(X'a2 — X«i)s2        X'<z2 — Xfli
b- = b->

si + Xs2 (si/s2) + X

and Si/s2 does not converge as/—>/i, since family/is not regular at f\. Thus

\'a2 — \ai = 0

and

(3) X' = (ai/a2)X.

Now we may consider X, X' to be the projective ordinates of P, P' on
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the lines/i,// respectively. Thus by (3), the transformation is a projectivity

on/i for the everywhere dense set of points P, and hence for all points.

Definition. If a family of lines f is referred to rectangular coordinate axes,

the slope of fP, considered as a function of the coordinates of P, is called the slope

function of the family f. The slope function is not defined at any point of a ver-

tical line of the family.

Lemma XII. The slope function of a regular family of lines is differentiable*

Let the family be /, contained in T, and let P{xu yO be any point of Y

at which m(x, y), the slope function of/, exists. We shall show that m(x, y)

is differentiable at (xi, yi). Let Q(x, y) (Figure 13) be any point in the neigh-

borhood of P. Then the line x = xi intersects /g at (xi, yi -Mi). If x2 is distinct

from but close to Xi, the line x = x2 intersects/p and/o. at (x2, y2) and (x2, y2+d2),

respectively. We note that di and d2 have the same algebraic sign.

As     I I

Figure 13

By Lemma I,/Q intersects x = xi, and hence has a slope, m(x, y). We write

m for m(xi, yi), mix, y) respectively. Suppose that Q is not on fP. We may

assert that

y2 + d2 — (yi + di)
m =-

x2 — Xi

and

yi - yi
mi =-

x2 — Xi

Hence, we have

(1) #!-«!= a{d2 — di)

* The proof which follows also justifies the more general result: The slope function of family f

is differentiable at P(x,, yC), iff is regular atfp.
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and

(2) m = nil + a(d2 — dx),

where a = \/{x2 —xx). We may easily get

(3) di — Ay — mAx,

where Ay = y—yi and Ax = x — Xi. Substituting for m in (3) its value in (2),

we have

(4) di = Ay — niiAx — a(d2 — di)Ax.

Since ö\^0, we may obtain from (1) and (4)

a(d2 — di)
m — mi =-[Ay — mxAx — a(d2 — di)Ax\.

di

Since family/is regular, limo. ̂ P d2/di exists and hence limQ^P(di — di)/di exists.

Therefore

m — mi = (b + esi) (Ay — miAx + e2Ax),

and we have

(5) m — mi = b(Ay — miAx) + eAx + r\Ay,

where b is constant and e and -n vanish with Ax and Ay.

If Q is on/p, we have

m - «i = b(Ay — miAx) = 0.

Consequently (5) holds for all Q, and e and rj vanish with Ax and Ay regard-

less of how the latter approach zero. Thus, by definition, mix, y) is differ-

entiable at (xi, yi).

III. COLLINEATIONS OF REGIONS OF THE EUCLIDEAN PLANE

We shall first establish the following result, which is used as a lemma to

the succeeding theorems.

Theorem IV. Any one-to-one transformation of region T which carries a

3-web of lines in F into a 3-web of lines is projective, if it is projective in the

neighborhood of one point.

Let the given web w consist of families /, g, and h. Let P be a point of V

in a neighborhood of which the given transformation T is projective. Choose

four points, no three of which are collinear in this neighborhood of P, and

let 5 be the projective transformation which carries the images of these four

points under T into the original points, respectively. Transformation S is de-
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fined for all points of the image web, with the possible exception of points of

one line, the so-called vanishing line of the projective transformation.

Let 72 be the resultant of T and 5 in that order. Transformation 7? is de-

fined for all points of T, with the exception of those whose images under T

are on the vanishing line of S, if such exist; and 72 carries points on any line

of w into collinear points. Moreover, if 72 is not defined for a point of T, the

lines of w which contain this point are carried into sub-sets of parallel lines

by 72. Hence, if 72 carries any two of /m, gu, hM into sub-sets of lines which

intersect at N, R is defined for point M and carries M into N.

It is evident that 72 is the identical transformation in the neighborhood

of P. We shall obtain the result by showing that 72 is the identity over the

whole region T.

Consider points X, contained in T, such that all points in the neighbor-

hood of X are invariant under 72, and X can be joined to P by a broken line,

each point of which has a neighborhood composed of points invariant under 72.

Let Ti be the set consisting of P and all points X. It can easily be shown that

TV is a sub-region of T. We shall show that r\ is identical with T, thus proving

that 72 leaves each point of T invariant.

First we show that if A is a point of T on the boundary of Yi, not more than

one of the lines fA, gA, hA contains a point of IV We shall call this assertion (1).

Let us suppose that this is not so. Then there is no loss in generality in as-

suming that fA and gA each contains a point of IV It follows that each con-

tains several points of IV Therefore 72 carries fA and gA into sub-sets of the

respective infinite lines which contain fA and gA. This implies that A is an

invariant point of 72.

If F is any point in a sufficiently small neighborhood of A, fY and gr each

contains a point of Ti, by the corollary to Lemma I. Thus the invariance of F

follows by the argument just used to prove the invariance of A. In other

words, we have shown that A has a neighborhood consisting of points in-

variant under 72. It follows that A can be joined to P by a broken line, with

the property that each of its points has a neighborhood composed of invariant

points. Because if Q, distinct from P, is a point of Ti in the neighborhood of A,

A can be joined to Q, and Q to P by broken lines which have the same prop-

erty. Thus, by definition, A belongs to IV which is impossible because A is a

boundary point of IV This contradiction establishes our original assertion

concerning A.

Now, in order to prove that Ti and Y are identical, let us suppose that

they are distinct. Then we can show there is a line of the web, which contains

a point of Ti and a point of its boundary. For, since Ti is a proper part of Y,

there is, in Y, a point B, of the boundary of IV Then, if fB contains a point
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of Ti, it is the desired line. If fB contains no point of Ti, we can find C, a

point of Ti, so close to B, that gc intersects fB at a point which we call D.

Since gc contains C, a point of i\, and D, a point not of Ti, it must contain a

boundary point of IY Hence in this case, gc is the desired line.

Let/i (Figure 14) be a line which contains a point of Ti and a point of its

boundary.* Then fi contains point P, on the boundary of Fi, and point Q,

such that the segment PQ consists of points of IY Let a be a semicircular

region, with P as center, with diameter on gP, and containing a point of seg-

ment PQ. If each such region a contains a boundary point of Ti, we can find

E, a boundary point of Ti, in a region a which is so small that gE intersects

fp at a point of segment PQ, and fe contains a point of IY Thus fs and gE

each contains a point of Ti, which contradicts assertion (1) proved above.

Therefore, there exists a semicircular region a, which contains no bound-

ary point of IY Since this region contains one point of Ti, it can contain only

points of IY Hence hP, which contains a point of each region a, contains a

point of IY But this also is inconsistent with assertion (1), since fP contains

a point of Th and P is on the boundary of Tx.

Hence, the assumption that T and Ti are distinct is false, and the truth

of the theorem follows.

Now we shall prove the principal theorem.

Theorem V. Any topological transformation of region T which carries a

4-web of lines in T into a i-web of lines is a projective collineation.

* There is no loss of generality in supposing that family / contains a line of this type.

Q

Figure 14
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We need merely show, in view of Theorem IV, that the transformation is

a projective collineation in the neighborhood of one point of T.

First, we shall prove the theorem on the supposition that T contains a

sub-region Ti, in which three families of the given web are regular.* Let P be

any point of JTi. Choose rectangular coordinate axes in the given and image

planes so that the lines of the web through P and their image lines have

slopes. Then, in view of Lemma I, Ti contains V, a circular neighborhood of

P, such that the lines of the given and image webs have slopes, if they con-

tain points of V or of V, its image.

By Lemma X, we can extend the transformation in V, and get

dy' _ pi + pi{dy/dx)

dx'     pz + p^dy/dx)

where the ^>'s are the partial derivatives of x', y', the coordinates of the image

of {x, y), and the Jacobian

J =
pi p2

p3 pi

does not vanish in V. Let mt (x, y) be the slope functions of the three given

regular families in F, and ml (x', y') the slope functions in V of their respec-

tive image families, which also are regular by Lemma VIII. These six slope

functions are differentiable by Lemma XII. Moreover, m[ is differentiable

with respect to x and y, since it is differentiable with respect to x' and y'

which are differentiable with respect to x and y.

Then

mi\x', y')
pi + pimi(x, y)

(i= 1,2, 3),
p3 + pmi(x, y)

the denominator of which cannot vanish since mi ^ » and / does not vanish.

Thus, we have

(2) pi + pmi — pmi — ptfn<m,i = 0 (i = 1,2, 3),

which we shall solve for the p's.

The matrix of the system (2),

(3) m2

m3

— nil

— m2'

— «3

— mimi

— MiMi

— m3m{

* That is, three families of the web are regular at those of their respective lines which contain

points of Ti.
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is of rank three for each (x, y). For, if we assume the contrary, we have

wi m{ mi mxm{

m2 m2m{

m3   mi l    |l   m% m3m3

which yields upon eliminating m{

(mi — m2)(mi — m3)(mi — m{) = 0.

But this is impossible, since there are exactly four lines at each point of a

4-web. Thus (2) is a set of three linear homogeneous equations of rank three

in four quantities /»,-. Therefore, all solutions may be put in the form

0'= 1,2, 3, 4),

0"= 1,2, 3, 4),

where X is a parameter, and the L's, which are certain minor determinants

in the matrix (3), are polynomials in the m's and m"s. For each (x, y) in V,

the p's are uniquely determined, and are solutions of (2). Hence for each (x, y)

in V, there is a X(x, y) such that

Pi = Hx, y)L,-

where \(x, y) cannot vanish, since / does not.

Thus, substituting for the p's in (1), we have

dy' Li + L2(dy/dx)

dx'     L3 + L<t(dy/dx)

and

(4)

K =
Li L2

L3 Lt
^ 0

where the L's are differentiate functions of x and y. Therefore we may ex-

tend the transformation once more. We obtain

(5)
dy

d~72

dy
a+ß—+y

dx \dx/ \

dy\* d2y
— ) + K ,
dx/ dx2

(
\[L, + Lt

Since four non-vertical lines through each point of V go into non-vertical lines,

there are at each point of V four directions at which d2y'/dx'2 vanishes with

d2y/dx2. Thus the equation in m

a 4- ßm 4- ym2 -f- dm3 - 0

* We are following the method used by Kasner, loc. cit.
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has four roots for each (x, y) and

a /3 = 7 = 5 = 0.

Therefore, we have from (5)

d2y'

d72

d2y

dx2

3

Thus, if at a point of V, dy/dx has a value such that L3-\-LA\dy/dx) is not

zero, then for this value, d2y'/dx'2 vanishes with d2y/dx2.

Now consider /, any non-vertical line interval in V. If L3+L4(dy/dx)

vanishes identically on I, its image /' is a vertical interval. Suppose that

L3+Lt(dy/dx) does not vanish at A, a point on I. Then, since L3 and L4 are

continuous, there is an interval on /, containing A, at each point of which

L3+Li{dy/dx) is not zero. If L3+Li(dy/dx) equals zero anywhere on I, there

is, on I, a point B such that this expression vanishes at B, but not on the

segment AB. Thus, on the image of segment AB, d2y'/dx'2 is zero and dy'/dx'

is a finite constant. But dy'/dx' is infinite at B', the image of B, which is

absurd since the L's in (4) are continuous. Thus it is impossible that

L3+Lt(dy/dx) vanish on /. Hence d2y'/dx"2 is zero everywhere on and /'

is a line interval.

We have thus shown that all non-vertical line intervals in V go into line

intervals. This implies that vertical intervals, also, go into line intervals.

Thus (4) defines a projectivity on each pencil of lines whose vertex is in V,

and it easily follows that the transformation is projective on V. This com-

pletes the proof of the theorem under the original supposition.

Now let us suppose that in no sub-region of T are three families of the

given web regular. Then there are at least two families of the web which

are not regular in any neighborhood of a given point of Y.

Let N be a point of Y, and / and g two families of the web which are not

regular in any neighborhood of N. Let h and k be the other two families of

the web. Then in each neighborhood of N, there is a line of / and a line of g

at which / and g respectively are not regular. Hence in a sufficiently small

neighborhood of N, we can find a line/i, at which/is not regular, such that/i

intersects gN. Similarly, we can find a line gi at which g is not regular, such

that gi intersects fx. Let/i and g\ intersect at Q.

We can easily prove that the transformation is projective in the neighbor-

hood of Q. Let C, D be two points on/i distinct from Q, and E, F two points
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on gi, also distinct from Q. Consider S, the projective transformation which

carries C, D, E, F into their respective images under the given transforma-

tion. The given transformation and 5 coincide at C, D, E, F, Q. By Lemma

XI, the transformation is a projectivity on/i and gi. Hence the transformation

and 5 are identical on /x and gi, by the fundamental theorem of projective

geometry. Let IF be a neighborhood of Q, such that if X is in W, hx and kx

intersect bothfi and gi. Then, if X is in IF and not on hQ or kQ, the images of

hx under the given transformation and 5 are sub-sets of the same infinite line.

And the same is true for kx. Thus the transformations are identical for all

such points X. Since they are continuous, they coincide for all points of W.

Thus, the transformation is projective on W, which establishes the theorem.

Definition. A family of lines is called a pencil if its lines concur when ex-

tended* The point of concurrence is the vertex of the pencil.

Now we may prove the following analogue of Theorem I, for a region of

the euclidean plane.

Theorem VI. A one-to-one transformation of region T is projective, if it

carries a line and a web of three independent pencils in T into a line and a web

of three pencils, respectively.

Let T be the transformation and it, it' the planes which contain the given

and image webs respectively. Let / and g be two pencils of the given web.

Let Si be a projective transformation on w which carries / and g into parallel

pencils. Since the vanishing line of Si, if it exists, contains no point of V, Si

is a topological transformation over T. Thus Si carries T into a region JTi,

and the given web into a web, in Ti, consisting of two parallel pencils and

an ordinary pencil.

In the same way, we apply to w' a projective transformation S2, which

carries the images of / and g under T into parallel pencils. Thus R, the re-

sultant of Sr1, T and S2, is a one-to-one transformation of Ti, which carries

a web composed of two parallel pencils /, g and an ordinary pencil h into

a web composed of two parallel pencils p, q and a third pencil r. R also carries

an additional line / into a line We shall prove the theorem by showing

that R is projective in the neighborhood of a point.

Set up a cartesian coordinate system in it, with the vertex of pencil h as

origin, and with coordinate axes parallel to lines of pencils/, g respectively.

Let A, any point on have coordinates (1, 1). Similarly, establish a coordi-

nate system in ir' so that the point with coordinates (1, 1) is D, the image

of A under R, and the origin is an arbitrary point on the infinite line which

* We make the usual agreements about "ideal points" so that our results may apply to parallel

pencils.
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contains td- Choose the coordinate axes parallel to lines of pencils p, q re-

spectively.

Let (x, y) represent any point of Tit and (x', y'), its image. Then R car-

ries line y = x and pencils x = t, y = t into y' = x' and x' = t', y' = t' respectively.

It follows that, in the neighborhood of (1, 1), R can be represented by the

equations

(1) x' = *(*),      y = 0(y),

where 0(1) = 1.

Let y = ax+l — a, y' = bx' + 1 — b be the equations of I' respectively.

Then we have

(2) <t>(ax + 1 - a) = b<j>(x) + 1-6

for all values of x sufficiently close to 1.

Now we shall show that r is an ordinary pencil. Suppose that it is not.

Then since r contains the line y' = x', it can be represented by y'=x'+t.

Thus, since h is of the form y = nix, we have

(3) 4>(mx) = 4>(x) + pirn)

for all x and m such that (x, nix) is in the neighborhood of (1, 1). It follows

that (3) holds for all x and m in the neighborhood of 1, i.e., for all x and m

between 1 — e and 1+e, where e is a real number.

In (3) we assign to x the value 1, and easily derive

(4) 4>{mx) = <b(m) + <j>(x) — 1.

Applying (4) to (2) we get

<j>[amx + (1 — a)m] = <p{m) + b<t>(x) — b

= b[<b(m) + 4>(x)] + (1 - b)<p(m) - b.

Thus

(5) (j>[amx + (1 — a)m\ = b<b(mx) + (1 — b)d>(m)

holds for all m and x in the neighborhood of 1. If in (5) we replace mx by x,

and m by y, we may assert

(6) 4>[ax + (1 - a)y] = b<t>(x) + (1 - b)<f>(y)

for all x and y in the neighborhood of 1.

If we substitute 1 for x in (6), then 1 for y in (6), and eliminate b<p (x)

and (1 — b)(j>(y) between the resulting equations and (6), we get

<b[ax + (1 — a)y] = d>(ax + 1 — a) + <b[a + (1 — a)y] — 1,
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and hence

4>[{ax + 1 - ff) + {« 4- (1 - a)y) - l]

= <b(ax + 1 - a) 4- <t>[a + (1 - a)y] - 1.

Thus

(7) 4>(u 4- o - 1) = 0(w) + </>(») - 1

holds for all u, v in the neighborhood of 1. Expressing (4) with u and v as

variables, we have in view of (7)

for u close to 1. This contradicts the fact that 7? is a one-to-one transforma-

tion. Thus the assumption that r is not an ordinary pencil is false.

In the discussion thus far, the origin of coordinates in plane ir' has not

been uniquely determined. Now we choose the vertex of the pencil r as the

origin in tt'. Relations (1) and (2) hold as before, and in addition, since y = mx

goes into y' = m'x', we have

(9) <f>(mx) = <i>(m)4>(x)

for m and x in the neighborhood of 1.

Applying (9) to (2), we have

(10) <b[amx 4- (1 — a)m] = bd>(mx) + (1 — b)<b(m)

for m and x near 1. But (10) is identical with (5). Thus (7), which follows

directly from (5), holds for all u, v near 1.

For convenience, we write (9) as

(11) 4>(uv) = 4>(u)d>(v).

The result follows from the functional equations (7) and (11). We apply to

these equations the substitution

(8) <b(uv) = 4>(u 4- v

Substituting 1/u for v in (8), we have

<t>[u + (l/«) - 1]

1).

0(1)

u = 1 4- U, v = 1 + F,

and change the function from <f> to \p where

0(2) = 0(1 +Z) - I.

As a result, we have for U, V near zero

(12) 0(7/ + F) = 0(77) + 0(F)
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and

(13) $(UV + U+V)

Applying (12) to (13), we have

(14)

Relations (12) and (14) enable us to show that \p{x) = xin the neighbor-

hood of zero. The method is essentially the same as that used in the corollary

to Theorem I, where (12) and (14) hold with U and V as unrestricted real

variables. Thus 4>(x)=x in the neighborhood of x = \, and transformation R

is protective in the neighborhood of (1, 1), from which the desired result

follows by Theorem IV.

The following theorem and corollary are concerned with the case of three

dependent pencils.

Theorem VII. A one-to-one transformation of a region T, which is not the

entire euclidean plane, is affine, if it carries three parallel pencils in V into three

parallel pencils.

Let/, g, h be the three pencils contained in T, and p, q, r their respective

images under the given transformation T. Let V be the image of T, and w, ir'

the planes which contain T, T', respectively.

Since T is a proper sub-set of the euclidean plane, one of the pencils/, g, h

contains a line which is not an infinite line, i.e., it contains a half line or a

finite interval. Let us suppose that/* is such a line. Let D be the image of A

under T.

We shall show that the inverse transformation Z1-1 is protective in the

neighborhood of D. We establish cartesian coordinate systems in ir and ir',

locating the respective origins at A and D, and the points (1, 1) on hA, td re-

spectively, and choosing the coordinate axes from the pencils /, g, p, q re-

spectively.

It follows, by the method used in the preceding theorem, that T_1 may

be represented in the neighborhood of D by

(1) x = <K«), y = <j>(v),

where

(2) 4>(u + v) = 4>(u) + <b(v)

for all u and v near zero. Moreover, the fact that T~l carries pj> into a half

line or a finite interval implies that <p{u) has an upper or lower bound. From
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this we can show that <b(u) = cu in the neighborhood of zero, where c is a con-

stant.*

Hence T-1 is protective, by Theorem IV. It obviously is affine since (1)

defines an affinity in the neighborhood of (0, 0). Thus T is affine also.

Corollary. A one-to-one transformation of a region T, which is not the

entire euclidean plane, is projective, if it carries a web of three dependent pencils

in r into a similar web.

By the application of projective transformations to the given and image

figures, we can reduce the given transformation to one which carries three

parallel pencils into three parallel pencils. Thus the resultant transformation

is affine, and the original is projective.

It is evident that the condition in the above theorem and corollary, that V

be a proper sub-set of the euclidean plane, may be dispensed with, if we as-

sume that the transformation is topological.

Finally, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem VIII. A one-to-one transformation of a region is projective, if it

carries a 3-web of lines composed of two pencils and a family not a pencil, into

a similar 3-web, families of the same type corresponding.]

By the application of projective transformations as in Theorem VI, the

given transformation can be reduced to a transformation T, which carries

a web of lines composed of two parallel pencils /, g and a family h, not a

pencil, into a similar web. It suffices to show that T is projective in the neigh-

borhood of a point.

Let T be the region containing/, g, h and let A be any point of T. If there

exists a positive number e such that all the lines of h whose distance to A is

less than e concur at B, when extended, we shall say that h is a pencil with

vertex B in the neighborhood of A.

We shall show that there exists a point M in T, such that h is not a pencil

in the neighborhood of M. Suppose that this is not so. Then A is a pencil in

the neighborhood of each point of T, and we shall prove that A is a pencil.

Let C be a fixed point of T, and X, a variable point of V, distinct from C.

Let A be a pencil with vertex D, in the neighborhood of C. We shall show that

hx, when extended, contains D.

* This can be proved, essentially, by the method which Darboux (loc. cit., pp 56, 57) employs

to derive the analogous result when (2) holds for all real u, v.

t Dubourdieu, Abhandlungen Hamburg Seminar, vol. 7 (1929), p. 219, derives this result on the

assumption that the transformation and the families are dißerentiable. Kasner, in his studies of near-

collineations, also has derived a related result. See Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society,

vol. 36 (1930), p. 796, abstract No. 388.
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Let / be a broken line joining C and X in T. Separate the points of I into

two sets, the first of which contains all points P such that for each Q on I

between C and P, ho., when extended, passes through 77. Let the second set

contain all other points of I. If the second set is not empty, there is a point

Eon I such that we can find two lines of h as close to E as we please, one and

only one of which passes through 77, when extended. But this is impossible

since A is a pencil in the neighborhood of E. Thus the second set is empty,

and hx, when extended, passes through 77. Therefore, A is a pencil since X is

an arbitrary point of T. This absurdity implies the existence of a point M,

such that A is not a pencil in the neighborhood of M.

Now establish a cartesian coordinate syitem in the given plane with M

as the origin, A any other point on hM as (1, 1), and/V, gM as the coordinate

axes. In the image plane introduce coordinates similarly, with the images of

M, N as (0, 0), (1, 1), respectively, and the images of Jm, gM as coordinate

axes. As in previous theorems, T may be represented, in the neighborhood

of M, by

x' = </>(*),      y' - 4>{y).

In view of Lemma I, the lines of A which are sufficiently close to M are

represented by

y = ax -f b

where 5i<6<52, 5i<0<52, a = a(b) and a(0) = 1. It follows from Lemma III

that a(b) is a continuous function.

Since each line of A goes into a non-vertical straight line,

(1) <b(ax + b) = c<b(x) + d

holds for all x and b near zero, where c = c(b) and d = d(b). If bi is an arbitrary

value of b, we may similarly assert

(2) <p(aix + &i) = c\4>(x) + du

where ai = a(bi), Ci=c(&i), di = d(h). Substituting axx + b for x in (1) and

ax+b for x in (2), we have, for x, b, bi sufficiently close to zero,

(3) 4>(aaix + abi + b) — cci<t>(x) + cdx + d

and

(4) 4>{aaxx + a\b + b\) = cci<t>(x) + cid + d\.

Eliminating <b(x) between (3) and (4), we have

(5) <j>(aaix + abi + b) — <b(aaix + axb + bi) + cdi + d — C\d — d\.
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Substituting (u — axb — h) / (aai) for x in (5), we have

(6) <t>(u + abi — a\b + b — b\) = <b(u) + cd\ + d — c\d — d\,

for all u, b, bi sufficiently close to zero. Letting u be zero in (6), we easily de-

rive

(7) *[« + p(jb, h)] = *(«) + <j>[p(b, h)],

where

p(b, bi) = abi — aib + b — b\.

The function p is continuous and p(0, 0) =0. Thus in the neighborhood of

(0, 0) either p is identically zero, or p assumes all values in an interval which

terminates at zero. The former is impossible since it implies that

(8) p(b, 40

1 1 0

1   a b

1    di 5i

= 0

for all b, bi near zero. And the vanishing of the determinant in (8) is a suffi-

cient condition that the lines y = x, y = ax+b, y = axx+bi concur. Thus family

h is a pencil in the neighborhood of M, which is absurd. Therefore p(b, bi)

is not identically zero in any neighborhood of (0, 0), and assumes all values

on an interval terminating at zero, in such a neighborhood.

Hence, if we substitute v for p(b, h) in (7) we may assert that

(9) <b(u + v) - «(«) + 4>(v)

holds for all u, v on the respective intervals ( — 5, 6), (0, 5), where 5 is a real

number sufficiently close to zero. Letting v= — u in (9) we have

</>(-«) = - 4>{u)

for u on the interval (0, —5). Then if u and v are on ( — 5/2, 8/2) and

(0, —5/2) respectively, we have

4>[u + v + (— v)] = <t>(u + v)— <p(v),

and

tp(u + v) = <b(u) + <t>(v).

Thus (9) holds for all u and v sufficiently close to zero.

From (1) we easily derive

(10) <b[a(b)x + b] = c(b)tfi(x) + <j>(b).

From (9) and (10) we get
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(11) *[a(b)x] = c(6)*(at).

The function a(b) is continuous, is not constant in the neighborhood of zero,

and a(0) = 1. Thus, if we substitute t for a{b) in (11), we may assert that

(12) 4>{tx) = 0«0(x)

holds for all x and / on the respective intervals (— 77,17) and (1, l-f-77). Substi-

tuting 1+z for t in (12), we have

(13) <p(x + xz) = 0(x)0(l + z)

for x and z on ( — ??, ri) and (0, -n) respectively. Substituting z for x in (13) and

eliminating 0(1+z), we have

<b(x)d>(z + z2)
<t>{x + xz) =-1

02(z)

and hence, by (9), we have

nA^ . /  s <K*)4>(z2)
(14) 0(xz) =-—-

0(z)

Interchanging x and z in (14) and eliminating </>(xz), we have

02(x)0(z2)
0(x2) = ■-■

02(z)
and

(15) 0(x2) = kd>2(x)

for x on (0, 77).

By an argument similar to that of the corollary to Theorem I, we can

show from relations (9) and (15) that 0(x) =x/k in the neighborhood of zero.

Thus T is protective in the neighborhood of (0, 0) and the proof is complete.
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